
 

 

Core 4v4 Soccer Classic - Rules 
 

Field Size:  30yds x 20yds (U6 – U8) & 40yds x 30yds (U9 and above) 

Shin guards are Mandatory (NO exceptions) 

FIFA Rules apply except: 

 Ball size 4 or 5 (U12 & above)  

 4v4 play (no Offside Rule) 

 NO player may touch the ball within the goal box. If a defensive player touches the ball, a goal will be awarded.  
If an offensive player touches the ball, a goal kick will be awarded. 

 NO SLIDING OR SLIDE TACKLING 

 All Free Kicks are Indirect (except corner kicks/penalty kicks) 

 All out-of-bounds are restarted by a kick-ins NO throw-ins 

 Teams may have no more than eight players on their roster 

Substitution: 

 You may substitute players on the fly as long as an unfair numerical advantage is not gained.  All players must 
enter and exit the field of play from the halfway line. Exiting player must touch entering player from an out-of-
bounds position before the new player may enter. 

 Penalty Kick is awarded if a penal foul takes away a goal scoring opportunity. 

Game Time: 

 Two 12-minute halves with a 1-minute halftime 

 All games will start on the half hour (warm-up and halftime will be shortened to accommodate).  If a team fails 
to arrive on time, the clock will begin and a goal is awarded to the opposing team every two minutes until the 
team arrives, or until halftime. (At this time, the final score becomes 6-0.)  Group games tied at the end of 
regulation remain a tie. 

Three step rule:   

In any dead ball situation, a defending player must be a minimum of three steps away from the ball.  If the 
defensive player’s goal is closer than three steps, the ball shall be placed three steps away from the goal, in the 
same line of where the foul originated. 

Conduct: 

 Coaches are responsible for their players, as well as their fans.  Referees have the right to suspend a game for 
any unruly coaches, players, or fans.  (Zero Tolerance Policy) 

Scoring: 

 A team may only score from inside their offensive halfway line 

Point System:   

Win=5    Tie=2     Loss=0 

Bonus Points:  Goals Scored - 4 or fewer= 0       5 or 6= 1     7 or 8= 2      9 or more= 3 (maximum) 

 

         Tournament Director Phone - (314) 635-8880              Tournament Director Email – info@coresoccertraining.com 


